SYLLABUS

WLF692, Graduate Seminar: Species Rarity, Spring 2000

Meeting: Thurs 2-3pm, Irv. 208

Professor: David W. Willey
Arctic Health 202
telephone: 474-7656
Email: ffdww@uaf.edu

Office Hours: Mon. 1300-1430;
Wed. 1300-1400; Thurs. 1000-1100
or by appointment

Teaching Assistant: Chris Nicolai
Irving I rm 306
Mailbox: 211 Irving I
Phone: 474-6602
Email: ftcan@uaf.edu

Office Hours: TBA

Tentative Seminar Schedule:

13 Jan. Organizational Meeting


"The meanings of rarity", and "Seven forms of rarity", respectively.

27 Jan. Student reviews begin
3 Feb.
10 Feb.
17 Feb.
24 Feb.
2 Mar
9 Mar

16 Mar Spring Break

23 Mar
30 Mar
6 Apr
13 Apr
20 Apr
27 Apr Final Comments
Reserved Texts (reserve desk, main campus library):


Note: The listed text are just a starting point. Each student is required to present a paper, or book chapter, etc. from the primary literature and present a summary and review of the work.

Grading Procedure:

Rubric:

Pass: Attend 67% of the meetings and be focused and engaged by the material, and contribute to the class discussions, and finally, lead a discussion in which you review a paper(s) relevant to the class topic. Or, attend >85% of the class meetings, be focused and engaged by the material, contribute occasionally to class discussion, and provide a brief summary and review of your paper (s).

Fail: Failure to produce a passing performance without a genuine excuse.